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Dbz android 16 death

Android 16 gets sold in a bear lock.. Android 16: Don't stay back... I will kill him by destrotang himself... I've added a powerful explosive deep into my body. It was intended as a final trick... I'm sorry we cause so much suffering on the Andervedas earth. Cells, no matter how strong you are, you won't survive this explosion. Cells, you destroy
life, you are the same on this planet. And I see that now it's the best way to destroy you. Dr. Os's desire to take the sick victim to the world through us will eventually be put to rest by his own devices. The same starts to run out with 16 cells * The reason is that he is afraid of the lock-out for this blast, so all The Z fighters eliminated the
worst ones. Suddenly... Silence.. 16 Back Charges... Android 16: What!? Something is wrong.. The trigger is gone... YOU CAN'T 16... Your bomb was removed. Now gone, you'll have to fight another way... Android 16: ah go fuck.. . Cell: Sorry 16, I'm living... But if you wish to die... Get me to keep you away from him... 16 blast pieces in
the cell &gt; in. Head of Android 16 Gohan: Gohan, let it go.. It is not a sin to fight for the right purpose... There are people who will not have access to words alone. Cell is such a stoic... I know how you feel, you're soft. You don't like to hurt. I know because I've also learned these feelings. But it's because your foster life you must protect it.
Please.. Leave your restrictions. I once loved to protect life.. Your power, my scanner felt.. Only.. Let him go.. Cell Crush is headed by 16. English Share Directory: Letters → → : Former Helenek Gohan, let him go. It is not a sin to fight for the right cause. They are people who will not be able to reach the words alone. The cell is like this. I
know how you feel, Gohan. You are soft . You like not to hurt. I know because I have learned these feelings too, but it is because you care about life, that you should protect it. Please, leave your restrictions. I protect the life of love. You have power. My scanner scan it feels. Just let him go. -The last words of Android 16 Cell Gohan in the
Jones attack. #1616Artificial Human Number 16 Technical Type Android [1] Red Ribbon ArmyCapsule Corporation (after being repaired) dragon team doctor. (Creator) Gebo (Sans) [2] Future Android 16BAndroid 16BAndroid 16Android 16 Android 16 (造 16 号, Jinz'ningen J. Roku-G, Bright. Artificial Human Number 16) Dr. Gaqui's
Sixteenth Android Creation He initially served revenge o against Goku Designed, which as a child the red ribbon force over-the-air but later considered inefficient for the action. The appearance Is Android 16 is easily the most in the entire Dragon Ball franchise of Android, more than double the heights of 18 and 17. He has snowy blue
eyes, a red/orange mohawk, and gold hip earrings. Her dress contains a single A lime green undersuit with beanie, shoes, and a bra. A small red ribbon soldier symbol (logo) is on the left side of his banyan, indicating the commitment of its creator. This is a presmtolial changes when 16 doctors are taken briefly for repair. The symbol
(logo) is endorsed by Capsule Corporation. After that he joined Z Fighters. His physical appearance is based on Dr. Gebo, son of Dr. Geber, a high-ranking Red Ribbon Army soldier who was killed in action by an enemy bullet shortly before the military's destruction at the hands of Goku. Despite their awesome size, moton dialogue, and
seemingly dangerous appearance, Android 16 is quiet, friendly, and stable nature and humanity. He does not tolerate evil and statement cells that aim to destroy life, especially nature and animals (as the cell is the real evil-destroying Android which creates destructive intentions for the earth and its inhabitants of the current timeline,
neither you, 17 and 18). He also knows his friends, and nature, because he has tried to run and hide Android 17 or 18 and can't be stimulated by the cell, even to combat the incomplete bio-android, 18, failed to protect him, resulting in his own passion, and these qualities proved him to be a worthy ally for the Dragons team in their battle
against the Cell. Despite his peaceful and friendly nature, he maintains a cold and distant attitude toward Goku, as he initially had a program to kill him. He and his partner Android, 17, had a relationship like brother to some extent, and his nature-loving character Caused Gohan to go to his anger and raise his true strength and live a life as
a park ranger to protect nature and animals A person, like the adult, the sheriff, who is willing to defend the animals around him who tries to harm them to anyone. In The Inverable 2, Android 16 shows that while he has programs to kill Goku, he acknowledges that Goku is a great person and that he likes to be free from his programming.
Then, in Fagatres, 16 shows that when his memory was transferred to a new body by Android 21 his program was not included to kill Goku, which he notes when he was a Goku clone. The android 16 is clearly designed by an incomplete Android showing their love for Nature Android. He was modeling on a high-level red ribbon soldier
long already dead son of The Fallen by an enemy bullet. In his love, he made it powerful but did not want to destroy it in battle, so he made it The programming of Android 16 is yet to be completed and, as such, the doctor does not have to turn it on as they can destroy Android 17 and Android 18. Dr. Gago even goes as far as dub Android
16 as a prototype. [3] From the point of view of Android 16 the most important flaw is that their traditional peaceful behavior, often rather than interacting with nature, according to android 8, they are still busy to fulfill their mission on destroying Goku. The reason is that, something is true for Dr. Gakey's prediction, because the Android 16's
Siren Outlook attempts to drive it to try to destroy the cell, to present the serious threat cell to the earth for peace. Android 16 is very quiet, usually when needed just talking. They are also just one character that's not bad Android 17 and Android 18. Due to their default, Android 16 was not meant to be turned on before it was finally being
set up by the doctor; This is evidence in the future tans' timeline where Android 16 is not seen and possibly not turned on, possibly because of its peaceful nature or the future Goku was already dead due to the heart virus and thus, no longer needed (future 2, it has been shown that Android 16 is actually present in the future in the tans'
timeline as it is found by Towa and is reprogrammed (the change of the tova in the parallel timelines is the result of future Android 16 launch and the future At the age of 780 and later to kill the future tans 785 but thanks to the intervention of both times was defeated 2nd future warrior and finally destroyed. Dragon Ball Z Cell Saga Main
Articles: Andrvedas Saga, Incomplete Cell Saga, Perfect Cell Saga, and Cell Game Saga Negative! I'm just fighting Goku. -Ask him to compete with Android 16 when 17 and 18 are activated by The Vgta 16 usually activated by 17 and 18 in the timeline, The curiosity of Android 18 in it leads to what prevents it from killing it to turn its
superiority and contrasts to the future Android Try to destroy Android with a buster tap before 16, but their attack has no effect on all three and thus Android 16 is turned on. Once he is turned on, Android 17 asks Android 16 what it feels like to be free for the first time in a year, and tells him that the doctor warned him not to turn on, saying
he would destroy them all Android 18 asks what it means, but Android 16 doesn't answer. Android 17 then asks Android 16 if it doesn't want to tell them or whether they just have strong, quiet type, but Android 16 still says nothing. Android 17 asks again if Android 16 was made to kill Goku Just say yes. Android 17 says it hates the idea of
programming the following, but feels they should realize the purpose. The three then have the proceeds to travel in search of Goku, which includes a program to kill and eliminate 16 nearby Z fighters. Android 17 and Android 16 with Android 17 and 16 as android passes on a mountain road, Android 17 decides to land, and follow Android
18 and Android 16 suites. Android 18 asks if they're down, and Android 17 says there's no hurry, and they can enjoy the trip. Android 18 asks if they are going to walk, but 17 say that when a car passes, they will take it. 18 says android 17 is still part human, because he is the male love of unexposed entertainment. Android 17 asks
Android 16 if he understands, because he was born from a human male too. Android 16 shows that after that he was never a human, it's basically Android 17 and Android 18. Android 17 was surprised that a real Android was able to make, and surprised that they later returned to cybernetics. When The Three caught in their super-saan
form, 17 and 18 to request 16 steps and fight, the action was his primary goal to turn it on, because he was interested in the action. However, Android 16 refused to fight it, thus volunteering android 18. Android 16 clocks birds when the future tans, the kallan, the pakkolo and the tian shanhan come as the kumof of The Vegeta. Android 17
will be asked if they will join the war, although, as they have been initially assumed, Android 16 will opt out once again. Vegeta refused to give up and Stoborne says he will die alone from accepting help in the battle, especially with Goku and his friends. Inspired by their determination, Android 17 tells other Z fighters that respect the code
of the Udaka and do not interfere with the Android 18 and The Battle of The Vegeta and promises to deal with any person. However, when The 18th of The Vegeta's arm is broken during the 18th, the non-intervention of the tan 17 breaks because he cannot bear to see The Vexita injured and attack 18. Android 17 interrupts and easily
defeats future tans, tian, and pakkolo. At the end of the conflict, which has brought everyone except The Karlan (who has survived that they can be picked up by the sanzo beans), it appears that because of the noise made by 16 nearby birds, it appears that they were made to take part in the fight rather than by the scene of the battle. Duo
Meet android 16, which is still nearby, looking off in the distance. Android 17 asks what he's watching, and Android 16 bus birds flew away because they were so noisy. 17 It seems confusing, and 18 shows that they fly in the place where more cars will move. Karallan Andrwads to hold talks Andrwoods decided to go to the nearest town 18
to get some more clothes (as his organization was destroyed by The Vegeta) and find a car. Because they are about to leave, the krealans are asking to wait for them. Android 17 asks what he wants, and asks The Kallan if he just wants to kill Goku, or take it around the world. 17 says they are now just going to kill Goku, and will decide
what to do next. Kallan asks if he wants to kill Goku, because it was the doctor who hated him, and now he's dead. 17 answers that the doctor has nothing to do with it and that it is just a game, so he didn't ask The Kallan where Goku is. Kallan asks if he will leave Goku alone if he does his sanity, but Android 16 answers that he won't, he
was created to kill Goku. 17 agree, and tells The Krealan to hurry up and give some sanzo beans to his friends. Android 18 then kiss the karalan on the gall, and fly androids. Android 16 dumbs cargo as lucky as the food van as they fly over an icy area to the north, the Android place stands along a road ahead of a lucky food van, while
two lucky food workers drink coffee. All three ground to check it out. Workers try to stop notices and androids, but are afraid when Android 16 van lifts and dmps out of its cargo. Run Android 17 and head to Goku's home plan. Android 18 reminds him that he wants new clothes first, and 17 agree to take care of him before. As he drives,
Android 18 asks Android 17 if he even knows where Goku's house is, and 17 says he's not and has been driving on pure saints. Android 16 then rings with home points, and says they fly so there can be in a few minutes. 18 agree with flying there, but 17 say that the little things in life make it fun. Andrwoods 18, 17 and 16 in van17
informed 18 that they are about to enter a city and they will stop him to get some clothes. Suddenly two police officers follow them and order them to stop. Andrews get out of the car and are immediately arrested for stealing the van. Andrvedas are led by officers, but 16 easily breaks off their wrists and 18 put the police car into a nearby
mountain. 17 and 18 remove their cofs and the three continue on their way, leaving the officers afraid from behind. Once they reach the city, Android 18 goes to a store to get some more clothes. Andrvedas Pakcolo and the Battle of cell After stopping, as all three drives into Goku's house, Android 17 comes to a sudden stop. He and
Android 18 get out, and Android 17 asks if they feel the change in the pressure of the environment. 18 says it did, and Android 16 says it came from the suburbs of the western city. Then they say two organics are fighting with the powerful ki. Android 17 says he never told he was equipped with a power radar, but Android Android The
answer is that he never asked. Android 17 asks who is fighting, but Android 16 is not in its stoic, although one of them is in power android 17. Android 17 says its power radar is malfontooning, because no one has its competitors in its power. Andrvedas then decide to continue, unaware that the fighters are Pakcolo, who recently worked,
and fused with cells, created the doctor's final creation from the genes of the most powerful yuks to walk on earth. As he rides, Android 16 17 and 18 tell that one of those forces he had previously felt was losing energy (this is the result of cell-emotional energy from Pakcolo) and the war seems to have reached a conclusion. Android 17
gets a little more crowded and then says that the sensors of 16 need to be re-calibrated because no one can adjust their power. Later, 18 tells him he doesn't like his new outfit and when he reaches another city he wants to stop to find more clothes, which 17 are hesitant, while 16 looks at the curious nearby river. In Goku's house,
Andervedas finally reaches Mount Pazo, where they are forced to reach Goku's home in the dense, forested area. Android 18 makes it clear that it seems to be comfortable and comfortable through the bumpy area of the forest while enjoying the Android 17 ride. 18 asks how close the Android 16 Goku home is, which they say is straight
forward. 18, tired of driving through the bumpy area, opens this window and the anilashas has an energy explosion that makes the entire forest oblatatis in front of them and makes the earth even greater. 17 is disappointed with the actions of 18 and says she just wanted to have some fun and wanted to enjoy the ride. 18 say that the joke
is for humans and they are no longer human, which causes 16 and 17 to remain sadly silent. When Andervedas finally arrives at Goku's house, he completely deposed him (because of the Dragon team he hopes and sick Goku leaves days ago). Goku's house, through 18 chi clothes to find a new outfit, passes through 18, his clothes are
already changed before his arrival. 17 asks if he knows where Goku can be, and 16 answers that he can be either in the Capsule Corporation or in the Coma House. All three decided to fly into Kama House, close to two locations. Andrvedas arrive at Kama House the next day, in Kama House, pakcolo is reported to have been attacked by
cell on TV while The Karlan, Yamak, and Tian sleep. Suddenly, Pakcolo looks at the three of the inderwoods that have some lack of sense, and kama stands outside the house, much to his loss. Android 16 USA that Goku is not here, which is unlikely 17. Pakkolo rises to others, and Android Asks where Goku is, saying he would use the
power to talk to them (Andervedas, Goku, who exports from his illness, took the gohan, the vegeta, and the future. Day to train in the Heperbolac Time Chamber to get the power to kill Andervedas). Pakcolo replied that he wants to see Android 17 try, and says he should go near a lonely island where he can fight. After telling others to fly
to Kama House, Pakcolo and Andrwads. Once he lands, 17 Pakcolo gives them a last chance, where Goku is, but the brave is not the ego and tells the android that they won't go so easy at this time. As Pakcolo powers, 16 notes that there is nothing strange about Pakcolo and is not sure that he is still the same. Cell Antiruptus Pakcolo
and The 17th Battle of Pakkolo on the Tropical Islands during The Battle of Pakkolo, is hindered by the arrival of the war cell. Pakcolo explains that this cell is one of dr. Gakey's creatures and he needs to get the Android 17 and 18 to complete his design. The cell puts on the description of Pakcolo and tells 17 that the emotion will be out of
the passive power competition, and the doctor will fulfill the dream of the ultimate super-creation. 17 Denying it, he stated that he has o's final creation and he won't join it. The cell replies that the emotion will be, with or without 17 permission. Android 17 ready to fight, however, finally, to command Android 16 to 17 commands because the
cell is far more than that and pure. 16 Explains that if the cell achieves its best, the killer Goku will not get its financial status and will destroy the entire universe. Now the amazing Android 16 is actually talking, Android 17 is desperate that he speaks about the first thing is cowardly. Ignoring the argument of Android 16, Android 17 leads to
the cell with great anger, but the cell facility trusts Android elbows on the ground. Pakcolo tries to help in the war, but he is easily thrown. Android 18 and Android 16 Battle Watch, with Android 18 comments that 17 and Pakkolo must be held back against the cell, because its failure to understand the power level and still believe 17 is the
strongest on the planet. 16 Correct by saying that this cell is only too strong for them. Orders 18 of 18 to run away on his own, as 17 refused to consider his warning, otherwise both of them will be emotional and no one will stand a chance against him. Asks 18 16 what he will do, but Android remains silent. Pakcolo stands by his beat, and
prepares one last attack: light manual. As Pakkolo has charged the energy sector in its palms, the cell is a slow exit approach and it doesn't even try to move, while Android 17 runs away from Pakkolo in order to avoid possibly being caught in the explosion. Pakcolo tells the cell to die and attack too much, which is a massive part of the
island that is under attack. 18 Praised the power of Pakcolo, thinking the cell was destroyed. Was. Android 16 states that the cell was not immediately damaged by this attack. Seconds later, the cell slowly appears a little bit from the sea. Pakcolo suddenly tells Wilson to run away from 17 but the cell cruelly takes in the incafact as the 17
clocks in horror. Android 16 and Cell Clash Scared, 18 Sure Escape is the best option. 16 18 commands to run again, and he informed him that the cell would destroy, 18 ths. 16. It is decided that it should use its power now, although its original plan was to use this power only against Goku. Android 16 View Cell, Tian Shanhan and 18 a
lot to the surprise. Android 16 tells it he got to meet her and 17, and enjoyed his time before re-focusing on the cell. Finally, when Android 17 is at the mercy of the cell and is almost emotional, Android 16 is interrupted by 4 fish-sand cells and released from its grip to 17. After calculating that they and the cells are almost equal in strength,
the cells with 16 punches and a kick charge toward the cell, which manages the late-delivery. When they hit the ground with both earth, cell and Android 16 collisions together and the machine effects rush together, however, the cell android 16 guards the pole and sprinkle the slinger right in their neck. The cell laughs and says he cannot
win, before trying to stimulate his bio-energy, however, the non-organic nature of 16 prevents any energy from being stimulated. 16 smiles and takes the slinger out of his neck, by the tail in the ground before the task. 16 steps on the tail of the cell and literally tears away from his body. Android 16 says it will prevent it from feeling 17 and
18. Until the cell manages to move its tail back, thanks to the recovery capabilities derived from the cells of Pakcolo, which is a feeling of frustration of the Android 16 struggle. Android 16 Attempts to hit the incomplete cell with its Hell Flash attack Android 16 realizes that they must completely destroy the cell so that they won't get their
perfect form, and try to kick it, with only two punches 16 Then launch their fist on the cells in the resorts and revenge for their most powerful technique, using the Flash of Hell. In doing so he minerals the cell and removes his arm, tucking them under his arms and showing the canon inside the upper ends of his arms. This canon takes a
short moment to charge before a massive explosion agtang which literally creates a trail and mark around the island. Meanwhile, Android 16 looks in the way to see what they have done to damage. They put their hands on Tian Shanhan Continue to rotate in the second and the second and the second and the second. 16 notice that
Android 18 still exists, and says it asked him to run. 18 says that it will no longer be necessary that the cell is defeated, but 16 say he is wrong. They say cell, Wounded, will not die so easily. He once again refused to escape the 17th and 18th, but 17, saying he wants to pay and can now finish an injured cell. As the Android 16 semi-
perfect cell damaged by 17 stem cells to return, the cell begins to emerge from the ground behind it. The tan notice cell plans and turns out to be 17, but the cell begins to grow rapidly and with its snout to signal their transformation into android-emotional and semi-perfect cells, giving it the expansion power and speed. 16 dash toward the
cell, but short stops, seeing that 17 has already been fully stimulated. The cell then starts to glow and starts to change, and goes 16 to 18 and tells him they are leaving, and tells the same to the tan. Look at the cells in Android 16 and Android 18, as the new semi-perfect cell turns to two androids. Android 16 suddenly grabs Android 18,
said they must escape. Android 16 Flight still the Klotchang Android 18, but after a couple of cell androids and takes them immediately. Android 16 gym in the air, surprised at the speed of the cell. Cell-tanS Android 18 and Android 16, saying they can't avoid it, and thanks to Android 17, they surprised themselves with their new speed.
How strong he became that sound so loud, and put a cartoon on an angry Android 16 cell, which remains completely talk. The cell smiled in a surprise Android 16 and then exploded it in the head, dasfagung its head and leaving it in a critical condition. As well as a fearful Android 18 seems to have become stronger as well as the cell's



comments. The cell turns to 18 and says they are not trying to avoid it. Then he says it's time to be emotional and he'll soon get his perfect shape. However, Android 18 keeps its chest hand and warns the cell not to come any closer, threatening to destroy itself. After being raised in 18, the cell starts talking to the sound of Android 17. As
Revealed by Android 17, Cell Android 18 tells that it is great to be a part of the cell and it is the only way to be strong, while emphasizing that it should allow yourself to be emotional. The solution of 18 seems to be to judge, but the damaged Android 16 has warned that it is just a trick. Android 16 for cell retorts that a robot can't understand
how they feel and Android 18, and they shouldn't interfere and continue to try it Android 18. He says he should join him to get the ultimate power, but it's saying that if he joins him, he's the great doctor Will be able to accomplish. 18 After realizing that it was not Android 17 spoken, he and 17 hate to use them and will never appreciate it.
The cell school in Android 18, and say that if they won't happily add it to it then they will inspire it with strength. Cell 18 tells that he's self-destructive and tells before he's sharp enough to be a little bit of a stochascous To surrender, but suddenly sees the true figures of the tian on top of it, preparing for the attack. Tian uses his nine-stobee
to force the cell to live in, while 18 survived with 16. After hiding their prey after the beginning s16 and 18 cells, 18 and 16 struggle to find the cell. Since the cells they can't see or realize, they admitted that they must be hidden in an island below. The cell is inefficient in the air in its lungs, and for 18 to show themselves the extremely loud
sound or they will destroy the islands one by one. He's saying he's not a blofang, and although he wants to be complete, he's already strong on the ground. A city on one of the islands is a city that can be a terrible sound from heaven. Meanwhile, Android 16 and Android 18 are hidden on the nearest island, and 18 of its statements that the
cell will really destroy all the islands along with it. 16 Sure he will be okay because the cell is very crazy with completion. When nothing happens, the cell realizes that 18 will not reveal itself and then the island city changes its eyes and destroys it to flush out 18. There is no emotion on the cell destruction, decided that 18 was not on this
particular island. He once again said, An island has been destroyed and until the time is up to its island is destroyed. 18 Watches from a distance and notice the effects of the explosion on the previous island, as smoke rises from the water. He claims to Have Android 16 that is destroying the Cell Islands. Android 16 tells 18 not to worry,
and this cell is taking back its blast to avoid killing it, because he will never risk his perfection dream. 18 even if he survives the effects of the blasts, 16 will be destroyed in his condition. 16 begins with surprise stothe that the cell is too annoying to get its perfect state, because it already seems to be part of it. Unafraid, the cell uses their
Super Big Bang Crash to destroy the islands in quick successor. 16 and 18, a blast threatens itself against the power of the island, because the neighboring island has been destroyed. 18 proclaims that the cell is already on the island besides them, but 16 insists that it attack and ride the attack, as the cell will only fly to see if anyone is
looking for it. Now after reaching the island of Andervedas, the cell regained its hand, preparing to destroy it. However, he is prevented by the arrival of The Vegeta and future tans, which is only ending his training in the Heperbolic Time Chamber. 16 and 18 Watch The Vegeta Semi-Perfect Cell Android 18 says that The Vegeta Cell is
crazy to challenge, not even a few days ago, they easily defeated The Saan himself. Vegeta asks if she really said she would be enough to kill her alone. Vegeta assents and tans cells, they hear So ask him. The cell laughs and says he is just being shorn by the statement's infirmity. View view The scene, Android 18 says that the cell is
correct and that a miracle can't even give The Vita victory. He then tells Android 16 that it's a chance to avoid them. 16, however, tells you to wait until the war starts on 18. He also said that the power of The Vegeta has increased significantly. 18 is surprised, and says that The Vegeta could not be changed in such a short time, and he was
not coming back in his first fight. As the options of The Vegeta begin to shake as in its super-saan second grade form, the island cells, 18 and 16. Suddenly, they can react before the vegeta punches in the stomach with intense force, the surprise of more than 18 and 16. Instead of escaping from Andrwads, 18 and 16, see the battle
between the Cell and The Vegeta and soon find its place on the island of Karallan. Seeing that the vegeta, the tans, and the cells have not felt the Andervedas, he realizes that it is his chance that he made the remote with 18 blue prints made by the bottom 17 with the remote. He then remembers the warning that he hopes to stop 18
without looking at the android location that he's supposed to be in within ten meters of the android location to work. In denial, Android 18 is sure that The Vgta can only be weak when they first fight, but Android 16 states have no reason to do so, and that has changed in some last few days. The karlan, meanwhile getting closer, and finally
gets 10 meters limit. However, after watching Android 18, The Kallan struggled to make himself push this button. Eventually, The Kallan presented his feelings of the mouth for 18 and closed the distance, which caused 18 and 16 to feel its presence. Android 18 responds with shock, see the dropped remote, and wonder how the kallan had
gotten his hands on it, the Android 17 crush to a doctor. For all the efforts of the President, he put in the distance, but crushed under his boot, despite the insinuation of the cell's 18th, achieving completion, and spreading terrorism throughout the universe. The orders of the Kallan to leave the island before the sale 18. Surprised and
confused, 18 Asks The Karlan why he survived it, but he struggles to answer. Cell locations, meanwhile, appeal to Anna of Cell Vegeta, stating that if they were in their perfect form they would be a much better challenge. Vegeta, wanting a strong opponent, agrees with the sale proposal. As the cell goes to leave, however, the tan strains
turn into a super-syaan and cut it. Vegeta tells the ovens to stop interfering, but they refuse. Cells to do something about the tans on the Vgeta, but then at places Android 18 and Android 16 and its perfect form sense now their I have. The tans look more at which cell is looking, then it's with him as well as Android 18, and the krealan is
with them. He thinks he doesn't know the cells they've felt, and screams Hey! The cell you've got! . Android 18, Android 16 and The Kallan all panic, and the cells fly towards them. The tanners say they won't let it reach their perfect form, then turn the super-syan into second grade form like The Vega and the following cells. Vegeta thinks
it's lucky Andrvedas was here, and then tells the tans that he won't interfere with it. The tans almost reach the cell, but the Vegeta in a nearby mountain, as well as the tans kick. The cell in front of them is ready to fight it, and Android 18 and Android 16. Cell Tells Android that nothing is inappropriate while it is on the way down, and says
that The Vita wants him to reach his best form, so the Callalan curses The Veggita. Android 16 and Mobile Cells, Android 18, Android 16, and The Cell in The Kallan try to fight, but BioAndroid is easily beating them all. Meanwhile, the tans announced that they would stop the completion of the cell, even if they have the proceeds to go
through their father and fire a super-buster on the vega and then fly after the cell. Realizing he can't defeat it, the cell uses a solar storm, dark tans, crealans, and andrwoods. With all the blind, cell-coaculus opens its own snout and Android 18. During its transformation, the cell creates a forklift to prepare without interference. Suddenly, the
cell barrier is bright and fit. The smoke around the fighting and the cells emerging from the dust in their new farm. The cell calls the Karllan Glass and a monster for her passionate Android 18. His anger, and the 'warning' of the tans, ignorethes the cell of the karlan attacks, which is not doing minor damage. The cell punches happened a
few times to test his strength, and with a smile, he walks around him to kick in the face, to fly him and kill the trauma of about 16. 16 cells attempt to attack as they battle between super-vegeta and perfect cells, 16 that the cell may be strong while assumed, The Vegeta is still up-and-and-down. When the toys are easily with The Vegeta
and the States, 16 immediately proves that they are still warming. 16 briefly steps into the back cell and tries to attack, but bioAndroid listens to it and what happens if it goes its attack. Frustrated to kill the cells, use their final attack to use The Vegeta Resorts: The Last Flash. While charging it, challenge the cell to attack the vegeta.
Happy, the cell continues to be quiet and collected, while Android 16 looks in disbelief. The tans immediately tries to convince her father, as the super-charge explosion could destroy the earth, but The Vegeta still proceeds. As the Final Flash Closes as Android 16 Screams, The Cell Can Be Very Powerful At The Last Moment That's also
for him to face before taking full of this attack. In the last seconds, Vegeta weakened his attack. Destroy the earth, more for the support of the karlan and the tans. The cell managed to avoid the explosion, however, it covered everything on the top right side of its torso. Initially, Vegeta believes that she won in the cell and laughed, until she
reminds the Prince of The Saan that Pakcolo is in addition to the nass, which gives her the ability to imagine. After regraving his arm, the cell easily made the vegeta and the dais unconscious. Before the cell can eliminate the vegeta, the power of the tanshows shows that they kept hidden and challenged bioAndroid to eliminate their
father. As the Android 16 tan sand and cell battle goes to help The Kallan, 16 is surprised by their strength, however the tan cell explains that its transformation is inefficient because it is slow down. Instead of eliminating this, the cell is affected that the vegeta and the tans had significantly improved in the short amount of time and asks
what Goku is doing. The answer is that he is training to defeat it and tomorrow, Goku will finally be the one to beat BioAndroid. The cell is happy with this answer, and proposes to hold the Martial Arts tournament in ten days. He challenges his allies to assemble and get stronger so that they can compete against him in one-on-one battles.
Sale says that once he has decided to stay for the tournament, he will broadcast it on television before leaving. Once the crayon and a healing vegeta arrive, the tans tell them about the plan of the cell, which is annoys vegeta, thinking the cell is toying side with them. The tans say that after Goku and Gohan go to the Heperbolak Time
Chamber they will return and go in the train. As always, The Vegeta says she won't need tans or Goku and after she gets back to the chamber by the time, she will defeat the perfect cell on her own. Android 16 in this moment, the bad Android 16 reached, wishing to compete in the tournament, but first it may be repaired, asks to take over
the capsule corporation. The three refused to help or trust the excited 16 because he is an Android who wants to kill Goku and he doesn't want to risk his mother's life, but agree to take the Android, knowing that he will need all the help he needs against the cell And that takes the call after these androids, The Capsule Corporation to
Android 16, Bilma and her father, Dr. Short agreed to repair it. During their repair, the Bulma shows an explosion inside a bomb android 16, possibly to be used against Goku from the doctor. Don't want to take any chances, Balama removes this bomb from the body of 16. Android 16 Cell Meets Goku on Game Day, Completely Repaired
After Android 16 Vegeta, Their Red Ribbon Soldiers (Logo) is the second warrior to arrive with a capsule corporation patch. Surprised to see Cell 16, it claims it exists. Only Balma and her father, Says Vegeta Android, but they waste their time trying to get involved. When the remaining Dragons team arrived, 16 walk to the kallan, and
thank him for setting it up. Goku 16 approach and wants good luck to him, but 16 refused to accept his kindness and just say, I was created to kill you. Son Goku, don't forget. This is the signal To Tell Goku Kallan that 16 is very pay. Goku volunteers fight the first cell, but the Kallan shows that they know, the arrogance Mr. Satan goes first,
doesn't care that he gets killed and has no point in explaining the aloka abilities that most Earthlings don't know. As expected, Satan is easily adapted by the cell, and Goku takes his turn to fight bio-Android. Android 16 saves their camera crew after and after the cell is finished, Goku decides to power up to its full strength, and
consequently increases the strength of most dragon teams, except Gohan. Then it ended with such results to power in a similar fashion. As their battle becomes more intense, Sale says she doesn't think it will be fun, and she will hate to end up with a ring for her. Since he doesn't need it, the laws will remove the ring of loss. Goku
screams down to get everyone away from the ring, as the cell points his hand down on the ring, preparing to destroy it. The cell attack completely removes the ring and leaves a massive hole where it was. Everyone manages to avoid the explosion, with Android 16 taking care of Mr. Satan, Jimmy Patakh and Cameraman. 16 tells them all,
because it's not safe, but they won't listen. Both the cell and the earth goku to the earth, and the cell says the entire planet will now be their ring, and will be judged by victory or death. After the end of both fighters after a fierce battle, Goku realizes that the cell still has the power of the spear and he can't defeat it, so in an amazing turn of
events, Goku says he gives what surprises everyone. After a moment of living, Goku turns into the Dragon team and offers Gohan, the most spectacular everything to fight. As the war happens, Gohan does not have the same fighting spirit as his father nor desires to kill him, thus allowing the cell to get the upper hand. Gohan tries to
convince the cell to stop the unconscious violence and says Goku wanted to fight him because he is a victim once his hidden power is stick. Cell thinks Gohan said to try to scare him, but instead, he's trying to make Gohan angry. The cell kicked him into some close-up and forced him to get mad for real. Android 16 in cell trying to kill both
of them With the other, Android 16 unexpectedly with a bear hug of the bee and the cell with the inhibition. Pakcolo notes that their lack of ki let them get them in the undetected. The Karlan and the Tans are surprised that The cell will fight, because it is not powerful enough. 16 Asks them to forgive them for their sacrifice, and they will
destroy themselves with the cell. 16 say none of them will survive the explosion in the closed range, and attempt to blow themselves up. However, the attempt fails, which leaves 16 confusion. The Kallan informed him that his self-destructive device was removed by Balama and his father because it was too dangerous. It's very bad, but it
didn't cause any bomb blasts, says Cell-Hjuya. The cells survived its hold and exploded android into pieces, though their heads remain intact. The cell says that 16 Dr. Gakey's failures were one and his cut head kick off. Looking at the Dragon team, the cell says it's their turn now, and it's counted that there are seven of them. The cell
gives birth to seven small copies from its tail. By calling their cell-jonars, he has ordered them to attack the dragon team to try to get angry. Protect love in life.- The last words of Android 16 from Gohan, just before being destroyed by cell Android 16, are hidden behind a rock, and Jimmy shows that he can still. However, the undetermined
head of Android speaks to 16, with them pretending that they would leave and take Gohan. First, Mr. Satan is indispensable, but asks 16 if he is really the world champion. Jimmy is a human champion, and it's a battle. However, Mr. Satan manages to find a little bit of courage and agree stoic, that if a group of names get out of the war,
they will be a Longhangstok. Mr. Satan grabs 16 loads and walks with it, still scared, but 16 assures him that he just got close enough to throw it. Once he gets close enough, Mr. Satan puts his head to 16 and he continues his anger and encourages young Yudaka to defend the earth where the ground is near Gohan. Then, the cell steps
on the head of 16 without hesitation, eliminating the existence of the peaceful Android and the extent to which The Inragus Gohan climbs on the Super Saan 2 change and finally defeats the cell. It is unclear whether he was restored or not when the remaining cell was revived with the infected dragon balls. Although Android 16 was made
entirely of technology (unlike Android 17 and 18, which were human parts), characters like Aalle and Android 8 (which are purely mechanical) were restored to earth even when the war with Baby Buu was restored. Dragon Ball GT Shadow Dragon Saga Main Article: Shadow Dragon Saga appears in one of The Flashbacks of Android 16
Goku until we meet again. Other Dragon Ball Stories Online in the Age 1000, Red Pants Army's Massive Produced Weak Produced Android 16 Which though similar Android In appearance, Their non-aggressive personality and lack of love of nature. Three of these models appear under the name Android 16A, Android 16A, and Android
16A but are eventually destroyed by time patrol. The Android 2 Battle Saga time breaker empowers the incomplete cell with black magic, allowing it to make android 16 stronger than Android 16 and Android 17 and 18 at the same time guided by the Android 17 and 18 tans Time: From The Hour to Eno, future Yudaka travels to the age of
767 as it is about to engage the Pakkolo Android 17, which they discover was also powerful by black magic before the cell came. Android 18 asks Android 16 if they have any data on the yukka and they will say they don't and will comment on the selected breed of the yukka. Finally, the cell shows and the pakkolo is defeated, so to step up
to protect the cell from their partners and the earth from Android 16. However, as it does not have an equal match with the cell, the future helps to catch the yuda cell. After all, Android 17 is cells and passion to challenge on its face, restoring the original timeline. Later during the cell game, the cell produces several black cell jonahs to
torment Z fighters in an attempt to re-establish Gohan, helping Z fighters fight them in forcing future fighters. When they do so to buy time, Mr. Satan can throw the head of around 16 so that he can say his last words to Gohan and be destroyed by the cell, which in turn restores his super-syaan 2 form into Gohan's transformation, the
original timeline. Fagaters Main Article: Android 16 (New Model) New Model Download Android 16 and Android 21 Dragon Ball in Fagaters Android 16 Android 21 is repaired by Android 21, which keeps its memories in a new The new Android 16 model doesn't consider itself original, considering that it's in a similar ity like clones. However,
he maintains the soft personality of the original though to kill Goku without his programming. Android 21 is being modeled after its original human own son is rebuilt by him. Although he does not understand the concept that his life as a human being was being modeled as an artificial, he takes care of his real good personality which he
refers to as his heart and does his best to resist the evil personality produced by his cells. He acts like he is opposed to the Dragon team in the Super Yudaka Cos s and he has defeated that he has no real loyalty from the Red Ribbon Army and is only by his evil side which is only on Android 21 side to protect from his evil side. They did it
The enemy is responsible for using the system attached to the spirit to attach to the Human Soul while the Yudaka is attached to the freza in the cross-goku. In this 21 Arc, he works with the original personality of 21 to connect to the human soul with Android 18 and controls his appetite as part of a project of 17 bad personality in the
clones created by him and Android As part of a plan to get 21 he later determined to help his partner Andrew Dawes who explains the conditions for him and Android 16 which is set to protect him out of evil. Power Manga and mobile phones actually, Android 17 claimed in mobile phones after its scanning from within its container pod that
16 was weaker than itself, but this was most likely due to being inactive at this time. Android 16 appears to be the most powerful red ribbon android, other than the cell. In Dragon Ball Z Kai, Dr. Gaye said android 16 itself can torment the entire planet. 4 [5] The power of Android 16 was accompanied by incomplete cells after the energy
from several hundred thousand people on earth had increased its power. After repairing and modifying the Bulma and Doctor Short, Android 16 proved capable of controlling the perfect cell for a good period of time. Statements by authors and brochus Dazenshov states that Android 16 is stronger than Android 13. [6] Video game in
Dragon Ball Z: Hollywood Adventure Games, the power level of the #16 . . . is 30,000,000. In Dragon Ball Condensing, reviewed by Dr. Gakey, Android 16 became also about the semi-perfect shape of the new cell in power. Special Capabilities Android 1617 Main Article: Android 1617 by performing the former phone by 16, 17 can bind it
to create an Android 1617 which was introduced into Dragon Ball Fosans. Perfect 16 Main Article: Perfect 16 Perfect 16 Download Android 16 and Perfect Cell Dragon Ball is introduced in The Fosan. Form and changes taken by Android 16 in The Brian Wash is a form of Dragon Ball Hero, this is the result of 16 falling under the strong
state control of an Android 20. In this case the eyes of Android 16 shine red with green disciples. Halal Mode Main Article: The Halal Mode is a black magic power upload used by Android 16 in parallel quests 29:17 and 18 in the official history of The Anoorsi 2. New Model Main Article: Android 16 (New Model) New Model Download
Android 16 Dragon Ball Fagaters is rebuilt by Android 16 21 (some of its cells have gone out of control) actually sold during the cell game Although he retains the memories and overall personality of the original 16 he himself become a little more than a copy of the original and to eliminate Goku as a lack of original programming after his
human son Gebo He was the reason why he was fat with the doctor when he and he were both completely human. Also The new Model 16 is practically identical and was created to serve as its D-Original Leader after the death of android 21 Doctor as the Red Ribbon Military Symbol (Logo) in its game. He is loyal to Android 21's real
personality which he means as his heart and secretly works against his bad side. It includes the original capabilities and weapons, including a self-destructive device. He is also capable of firing a full power version of Hell's Name Flash maximum production. This form is paid in Dragon Ball Z: The Dokkan War and Super Dragon Ball Hero:
The World Mission. In the global mission, the new model is the only payment through the 16 superhero robot query modules which the player needs to use an capture module on it in Arcade mode which is modeled to capture it at the age of Its Mission Android 21 Saga: Action. Android 16 In the form of video game, Red Pants Army In The
Alt-Tanka, Android 16 Copies Of Android 16 Open Android 19, Android 16, Android 16, Android 16, Android 16, Android 16, Android 16 Android 18 Budokai HD Collection In Android 16 Anovarsi 2 Scan Final Tanka, 16 Green Coach and Black Dress, and color can be changed. In the Dokkan Battle, Android 16 is paying in their original
coach with red ribbon soldier symbol (Logo), its coach with the Capsule Corporation symbol (Logo), and the new model Form from Android 16 Fagaters. While Android 16 itself is missing in the Anoorsi, their coach appears as an organization called Android 16 clothing available for future warriors. 4 pieces of their outfit (upper body, lower
body, hands, &amp; feet) can be obtained in parallel quest23: Clash! Perfect cell! . Also has a aqua-powered Android 16 Z Spirit set your anger free.... Voice actors fight Android 16 vs. Cell (Incomplete Form) vs Android 16. Cell (Neam Perfect Form) Android 16, Kallan, and Android 18 vs. Cell (The Perfect Form) Android 16 vs. Cell
(Perfect Form) being repaired by the promotion and after its father, Android 16 a capsule Signs on their red ribbon (logo) Android 16 shares some of the skills with Android 8: They both became friendly, are much higher than the other members of the show, they loved nature, suffered a tragic end, and their death Commander in the way.
Originally Funimation dub, Android 16 had a more robotic head in their sound. Kai and in some video games, he seems more human. Dragon Ball Z in Funimation dub for Kai, Dr. Gakey reasons to turn on Android 16 for its power somehow to exist on earth That would seem to be a fear cell. It doesn't seem to be a reason to say that It is
described in other official sources, and the possibility that the soft nature of Android could reverse the ultimate goal of revenge against Goku and its allies, as its original argument for fear of the 16-year-old. The absence of this emotion further explains that it is present in the well-to-do open-the-earth children, which is present in Dr.
Gakey's second most important cell. Android 16 Is like the main character of osamu Teed's Manga series, The Astronomical Boy. Like Android 16, Astronomy is a powerful Android whose creator, Dr. Jama, made it into the example of his son who died in an accident. Thus the doctor created Android 16 out of love for his dead son, then
created astronomically as an alternative to his lost child, before eventually rejecting it.  Arcade Game Dragon Ball Z 2: Super War, it has been shown that Android 16 went to live in the jungle after the cell defeat, protecting animals from predators and other dangers. Interestingly, it's like their Comrid Android 17 which became a jungle
ranger after being restored after the cell game. Although many believe that the 16 cell was permanently destroyed by the, and could not be restored by dragon balls because of an Android and technically not being a living thing, it is not true, such as The Hawkhan (#8). Aalle, Obatkaman and his child after blowing up the earth's good guys
in The Anoorsi 2, Android 16 shows that he wants to get rid of Dr. Gakey programming to kill Goku. He has also been shown to be unaware that he was modeling after the doctor's dead son and neither was he because it was a result of a mistake and the doctor saw him as a failure. However, Dragon Ball Z: The Carot is against him as
against him as Android 16 clearly in the Us that the doctor told him he was born in the picture of his dead son, but the game is so bad that he is deliberately unaware of him for being unaggressive Early and remastered English dub, Android 16 was expressed with similar manners to Arnold Schwarzenegger including an Austrian accent.
Gallery Android 16 in North Montansandrod 16 inside press-kai openingAndroid, Dr. Gakey Labandrod 16 outside Android 16 sits in Troukandrawad 16 says he prepares to fight the D.R.16 Prepare for 10 battleAndroid 16 with an Android 17 and cell collideAndroid 16 cells, after ripping cell tail, with cell regeneratingAndroid 16 charges
CellAndroid 16 uses your hell flash attackAndroid 16 watches Rocket cartoon Agandrawad 16 as The Vega Fire Shouted As His Last Flashandrod 16 Damaged by Calandrod 16 Asks Halpin for the Inside-Kallan Ray View of the HeadA Profile of 16 The head of Android's inner reflection for part 16 short-term 16 cell GamesAndroid reaches
in Android 10 Mobile GamesAndroid, the body of Android 16 is destroyed talking to 16's head. The Art of Android 16 by Akira ToriyamaAndroid 16 Super War Ending (1) Super War of Android 16 (2) Super Of Android 16 Super Battle Over (3) Kai 1 HDAndroid 16 In TaiketsuAndroid 16 In Tenkaichi Tag TeamAndroid 16 In 2 Android 16
Final But'den16's The ultimate TentaichiHidden of Smile in the Head is the chance to get the android 16 DokdoBattleNewy symbol (logo) with the android #16 card reflecting Android #16 android with android 16 capsule corporation with 12 Android 2Android android 16 using hell flash in 17 Android, Android 18, Android 44, And in Android
55 Dragon Ball Fosonsandroved 16 with Android 8 Super Dragon Ball Hero in Faghattersandrov16 Halloween Avatar: World M The reference to The Android 16 (Collective Items) is mentioned in german p . . . until otherwise to see a picture for this gallery. Warning.
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